How Criminals Play the Gaming Industry

CREDENTIAL STEFFING
November 2017 – March 2019

MOST SUCCESSFUL ACCOUNT TAKOVER FEATURES:
- a password that’s been reused across multiple websites
- a password that’s shared with friends
- a password that’s been recently changed

A THIRSTY ECONOMY IN STOLEN ACCOUNTS
November 2017 – March 2019

GAMING COMPANIES CAN LEAD THE WAY IN SECURITY EDUCATION
89.9%

WEB APPLICATION ATTACKS
Application-Level Attack Detection More Prominent

ATTACK VECTORS
SQL Injection Growth
- Nearly 67% of application layer attacks have been SQLi
- SQLi attacks increased by 2.7x in November

PATIENT GROWING ATTACK VECTOR: SQL

SURPRISING FACT
Over 50% of SQL injection attacks last year were against gaming companies, making the industry the top target in the first quarter of 2017.